8 days
7 nights

ROAD OF THE 1000 KASBAHS

MOROCCO · MAGICAL TERRITORY
Morocco is a country that is made up of multiple and varied
beautiful landscapes made up of beaches, mountains, desert
and important imperial cities.
Morocco is an ancient country, heir to centuries of tradition.
However, in the Kingdom there is nothing fixed. Their culture is
alive and is embodied day after day by small daily gestures,
festivals, rituals and customs. Stay there for a while and soak
up its peace and its art of living.
The best thing is that you walk through the cities and towns,
among the narrow streets of their old centers. This way you
will be very close to people and you can make exchanges with
them. Some Moroccan will surely invite you to share a green tea
with mint: there everything is ceremonial and hospitality
reigns.
You can also discover a whole series of customs. Morocco and its
inhabitants evolve to the rhythm of the Mediterranean art of
living recognized by UNESCO, a set of practices, dishes or
symbols that are part of their daily lives and that you will
love.

DAY 1 : CIUDAD DE ORIGEN – MARRAKECH
Reception by our staff at the Marrakech airport and transfer to the hotel.
Dinner and accommodation.

DAY 2 : MARRAKECH
Breakfast at the hotel. Visit of the city of Marrakech, which begins with the
Menara Gardens, a 14-hectare park in the center of which is an immense
12th-century pond. You can also visit the majestic minaret of the Koutubia, the
twin tower of the Giralda in Seville. Next, we visit the Saadies Tombs, the
dynasty that made this city great, and the Bahia Palace. Then we will walk
through the Jewish quarter and also through the Medina. The visit ends in a
magical place, Jemaa el Fna Square, declared a World Heritage Site. In the
morning, sellers of juices, fruit, wicker baskets, souvenirs, sweets, costume
jewelery, dentists, healers, snake charmers, commissioned writers,
storytellers, etc. This universe becomes particularly fascinating at dusk, when
the square is illuminated with a thousand lights.
Free afternoon.
Dinner and accommodation.

DAY 3 : MARRAKECH – AIT BENHADDOU
Pick up at the hotel and departure to the Route of the Thousand Kasbahs, crossing adobe
villages, populated by Berbers, we will enter the bowels of the Atlas before crossing the Tizi n
Tichka (Tichka hill), the highest point of all the roads of Morocco. After a trip through the Atlas
Mountains where we will enjoy beautiful and contrasts of landscapes we will arrive at the
Kasbah of Aït Benhaddou, declared a World Heritage Site by UNESCO in 1987), a fortified
enclosure within a walled population , a jewel that has been the setting for such famous films
as Gladiator, Sahara, Jewel of the Nile, Free lunch
Visit of the Kasbah and transfer to the hotel.
Dinner and accommodation.

DAY 4 : AIT BENHADDOU – OUARZAZATE - SKOURA - DADES
Breakfast and departure to Ouarzazate, on the way we recommend a stop to visit the film
studios (Optional).
We continue towards Dades, crossing the city of Ouarzazate and the oasis of Skoura where
you can also see the large number of kasbahs in this area, it is only worth mentioning the
famous and beautiful Kasbah Amridil, from the 17th century, it also has a small Berber
museum of objects that local people used in everyday life.
We continue to the Valley of the Roses, famous throughout Morocco, the roses of the Kalaat
M’gouna Valley are appreciated for their beauty and exceptional aroma. We will continue our
route until we reach Dades.
Dinner and accommodation

DAY 5 : DADES – GARGANTAS DE TODRA – MERZOUGA DUNES
After breakfast, departure to Tinerhir, a small town, which takes us through its beautiful
views of its oases until we reach the Todra Gorges, visit and continue towards Tinejdad.
Free lunch and visit of the Ksar el Khorbat, which is still an old ksar. inhabited and where
there is also an interesting Museum of the Oasis. Then we continue our route to the
spectacular dunes of Erg Chebbi, an ideal place for everyone: you can walk through the
mountains of sand. Upon arrival we will enter the dromedaries that will take us to the heart
of the desert with a stop to enjoy the sunset, (if time permits), upon arrival at our camp a
magical and unforgettable night awaits us in the middle of the dunes , dinner with the music
of the drums. Night to enjoy.
Accommodation in tent under millions of stars.

DAY 6 : MERZOUGA – RISSANI – ALNIF – AGDZ - OUARZAZATE
After enjoying a magical night among the dunes and millions of stars, it is essential to get up
early to see the sunrise from the dunes. Return to the camp for breakfast and free time to
enjoy the dunes, or enjoy optional excursions such as a quad ride through the dunes or
sand board in the sand.
Around noon we will leave the desert towards the town of Rissani.Continuation our route
towards Nkob and Agdz passing through the town of Alnif, an area famous throughout
Morocco for fossils, during the tour we will enjoy beautiful and contrasting landscapes; huge
oasis of palm trees, smooth adobe kasbahs. Free lunch in road and continuation until
reaching Ouarzazate.
Arrival at the hotel.
Dinner and accommodation.

DAY 7 : OUARZAZATE - MARRAKECH
Breakfast at the hotel and departure to visit the Kasbah of Taourirt, an architectural jewel built
in the seventeenth century, it was the residence palace of the Pacha El Glaoui, governor of
Marrakech at that time, it was also declared a world heritage by UNESCO.
At the end of the visit, we will head towards Marrakech with stops to enjoy the landscape in the
Atlas Mountains.
Arrival in Marrakech.
Free afternoon
Dinner and accommodation at the hotel.

DAY 8 : MARRAKECH – CIUDAD DE ORIGEN
Breakfast at the hotel.
Transfer to the airport at the scheduled time.

End of services

INCLUDED
Transfers airport / hotel / airport.
 Transportation by 4x4 or minivan with A / C
 English speaking driver.
 Private circuit.
 3 nights of hotel accommodation in Marrakech according to selected category.
 1 night hotel accommodation in Ait Ben Haddou according to selected category.
 1 night hotel accommodation in Dades according to selected category.
 1 night of accommodation in tent in the dunes according to the selected category.
 1 night of hotel accommodation in Ouarzazate according to selected category.
 Half board throughout the route (dinner and breakfast)
 Dromedaries for a walk and transfer to the camp in the dunes.
 Guided tours of Marrakech, Ait Ben Haddou and Taourirt.
 Entrance fees to monuments and Kasbah according to program.
 Local tourist taxes


NOT INCLUDED
o
o
o
o

Food and drink.
Personal expenses.
Tips
Everything that is not described as included.

